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FONTS

FONTS
Consistency is key
in helping our
Revelers know what
to expect from us.
We’re simplifying
things, and have
chosen two clean fonts
that convey our
strength and keep
it classy.

Download Oswald

Download Source Sans Pro

COLOUR

COLOUR PALETTE - PRINT
Honouring the flag of Trinidad and Tobago, our brand colours are black, white, and a vibrant red.
CMYK color should be used when designing for 4-color printing (C=cyan, M=magenta, Y=yellow, K=black).
SPOT color is a single color created by Pantone and the most accurate representation of a color when printed.

RED PANTONE 185 C
CMYK: 0/100/89/0

BLACK
CMYK: 0/0/0/100

WHITE
CMYK: 0/0/0/0

COLOUR PALETTE - DIGITAL
RGB or HEX colors should be used when designing for screens.
HIGHLIGHTER YELLOW
HEX #eeﬀ41
RGB: 288-255-65
LIGHT GREY
HEX #ebebeb
RGB: 235-235-235

RED
HEX #e4002b
RGB: 228-0-43

BLACK
HEX #111111
RGB: 17-17-17

WHITE
HEX #FFFFFF
RGB: 255-255-255

LOGO UPDATES

REPLACE
If any one of these
graphics is currently
serving as your social
media profile photo,
please remove and
replace with the
Oﬀicial Logo.

The above logos and emblems are now retired.
Please discontinue any further use. If your current social media profile
features any of these emblems, please replace with our oﬀicial logo.

OLD

(please replace)

NEW
(please enjoy)

UPDATE

Reasoning: This slight tweak helps minimize what the eye has to process,
making the logo appear cleaner, more prominent, and more impactful.
You may also utilize the Oﬀicial Logo in black and red on a white background.

If you are using a
round logo treatment
as your profile photo
on social media,
please update to utilize
the simplified version
on the right. Please
note that on some
platforms, you may
upload this as a
square, and it will
display as a circle (ex:
Instagram)

REPLACE
If you are using any of
the logo treatments on
the left, please remove
and replace with the
Oﬀicial Logo.

The oﬀicial Socacize logo should stand on its own.
If readability is an issue and a solid background is needed, the round logo treatment shown on the
previous page can be used. Please discontinue any further use of the logo in a rectangular format, or a
version of the logo with any other phrasing included. Outside of your profile photos, you do not need
to remove any social content that utilized these logo treatments, but please refrain from using them
this way moving forward, and be sure to update your profile photo if one of these treatments is in
place.

USING OUR LOGO IN
SOCIAL MEDIA DESIGN

YES

NO

LOGO
COLOR
When used in your social media designs,
our logo should always be readable.
Considering the background the logo
will be placed against is important for
choosing the appropriate logo to use in
any given post.

The examples above are intended to illustrate the oﬀicial logo against diﬀerent colored backgrounds.
Please note this is not suggesting use of a rectangular logo treatment.
Do not place the red and black version over a dark background.
Do not use the red and black logo over a red background.
Do not use a red and white or black and white version against a light background.

LOGO
PLACEMENT

INSTAGRAM

4
3
Because Instagram places icons in the top right corner of
the frame, our logo should NOT be placed in the top right
corner.

2

1

The preferred position for the Oﬀicial
Logo is the bottom right corner.
Depending on your design, it may be
necessary to place the logo elsewhere,
in which case the bottom center or left
corner or upper left corner position
may be used.

Please allow approximately 30px of
free space around the perimeter of
the logo, measuring from the left of
the ‘S’, the top of the ‘C’, and the very
bottom and side of the ‘Z’.

LOGO
PLACEMENT

HEADER IMAGES

Keep an eye on your profile page on both desktop and
mobile, as Facebook may make occasional updates to
the profile layout, and we want to ensure your profile and
header images remain ideal for whatever the current
layout may be. This also applies to any other platform
that features header images, such as Twitter.

Placement to avoid:

BEING
SOCIAL

Social media is a place
where we share the love.
It’s where we build
connections and engage our
Revelers, helping them feel
motivated and supported.
This guide will help you set
up and/or update your
Socacize social media
profiles and level up your
content creation.

SOCIAL MEDIA SETUP

SOCIAL
MEDIA
SET UP
Before you get started,
think about how you would like to
be known across each platform as
a Licenced Socacize Fitness
Instructor. As part of this process,
we also ask that you take a quick
look around any of the online
Socacize items that you have set
up in the past. Please remove
anything with the incorrect logo,
out-of-date class information, etc.

We strongly recommend using your LOCATION as the main unique identifier as follows:
Socacize <City Name> / @socacize<cityname>
Example: Socacize City Name / @socacizecityname
This will keep things consistent between all Licenced Partners and help make it easy for Revelers to find you.
Please note that as our community grows, the names of certain locations may already be in use,
so you may evolve to describe your local community or neighborhood.
Socacize <Neighborhood> / @socacize<neighborhood>
Example: Socacize Neighborhood / @socacizeneighborhood
Keep your name consistent across each social media platform.
Please update your social profile bio to include the following:
“<Your Name> / Licenced @Socacize Fitness Instructor”
Other acceptable titles include:
Licenced @Socacize Fitness Instructor
@Socacize SPIN Instructor
@Socacize Master Trainer
@Socacize Regional Master Trainer
@Socacize Ambassador

WEBSITE
SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

The oﬀicial Socacize Fitness website and main
call-to-action is www.socacize.com. This is
managed by Socacize Fitness Inc. and will
continue to be the centralized platform for
people to learn about Socacize.
Although we do not encourage Licenced
Partners to set up their own specific Socacize
websites, we encourage you to do the following:
Keep ‘Socacize Corporate’ up-to-date with your
latest class schedule, ensuring our revelers have
access to the most current class list.
Make sure that your profile is up-to-date on the
Socacize Instructors Portal, as this is the
information used for the “Find a Class” section
of the website.

YOUTUBE

SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

The oﬀicial Socacize Fitness YouTube channel is
Socacize Fitness. This channel is managed by
Socacize Fitness Inc., and we encourage you to
like, comment, and share.
Please do not set up your own channel for
sharing Socacize Fitness content, or share your
class routines or other Socacize videos on your
own YouTube channel.
If you have a video you hope to share on
YouTube, please forward to
instructorsupport@socacize.com for
consideration to be displayed on the main
Socacize channel.
Please make sure that you properly represent
the Socacize brand accordingly, based on the
Socacize Mission Statement.

FACEBOOK
SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

Our MAIN PAGE is frequently updated and a solid source
for the most up-to-date info, photos, videos, reviews,
upcoming events, and other important items.
LIKE and FOLLOW @SocacizeFitnessInc to stay up on
the latest info.

FACEBOOK
INSTRUCTORS

SETUP
Your Facebook page should mirror the setup of the main
Socacize Fitness Inc. page with your own personalized
contact info added as follows:
Naming Convention Socacize <Location>
Ex: “Socacize Brooklyn”
Profile photo should be the Socacize Fitness logo,
free of any other markings.
Header photo should consider the current Facebook
layout. Avoid using a header image that will end up
having words or logos obstructed by your profile photo.
Keep an eye on what your own profile page looks like by
checking it from time to time, as Facebook sometimes
updates the layout, changing the appearance/crop of
your profile and header images.

HELPFUL TIPS
We recommend reposting content from the main Socacize Fitness Inc. page, as this
ensures our central messaging is delivered to your revelers. We periodically review
Licenced Instructor content, and may share some of your posts on the main page to
help share the love and bring more awareness to you/your location.
Utilize the EVENTS tools to promote the details on your own Socacize Fitness
classes and invite others to join.
Like and respond to comments from users in a timely fashion.
Keep it short. Provide details and prompt conversation with as few characters as
possible. You still want to deliver an engaging message, but if a paragraph can easily
be edited down to a couple of sentences, remove anything redundant or unnecessary.
Facebook is a great place to share photos and videos.* Include a high-quality visual
whenever possible, as text-only posts do not tend to generate as much attention.
Go LIVE! Facebook Live can generate a high level of attention and engagement.
Please remember you are representing our brand and values, and ensure any live
content supports our mission and F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy.
*Please do not film and share yourself leading full class routines on Facebook or
any other social media platform.
As with all social media platforms, you should always treat others with the same
respect and kindness you would expect to receive in return.

INSTAGRAM
SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

You’ll find Socacize Fitness Inc. on Instagram as:
name: socacize / handle: @socacize
The oﬀicial Socacize Fitness Inc. page is currently
identified by a red profile image.
Instagram is a great way to share photo and video
content with our Socacize revelers. We encourage
all Socacize Instructors to follow our Instagram
page, share our posts to your Stories, and join in
conversation.

INSTAGRAM
INSTRUCTORS

SETUP
Please add your own personalized
contact info added as follows:
Naming Convention Socacize <Location>
Ex: “Socacize Brooklyn”
Profile photo should be the oﬀicial Socacize Fitness logo,
free of any other markings. You may choose to upload the red
and black version on a white background, or the red and white
version on a black background (see examples on the right). We
will alert you once these logos have been updated and are ready
and available for use.
Your Bio should include “Licensed @socacize Fitness Instructor”
with @socacize linked to the oﬀicial Socacize Fitness Inc. page.
You can also add / #socacizefitness or another relevant hashtag.
Consider adding a link to your Instructor profile page featured on
the oﬀicial Socacize website to make it easy for revelers to check
out your upcoming class schedule.

INSTAGRAM
INSTRUCTORS
Stories are a great place to
post questions and polls to
engage Revelers and start
conversations.

HELPFUL TIPS
To foster engagement, you must post on a consistent basis. If you do not intend on
updating your Instagram account regularly, please do not create a separate
Instagram account for your Socacize adventures.
Instagram is ideal for sharing both photos and videos.*
*Please do not film and share yourself leading full class routines on any social media platform.

Consider using the diﬀerent features Instagram has to oﬀer, including Posts,
Stories, Reels, and IGTV.

Tag @Socacize if you would
like us to be able to repost
your story on our oﬀicial
account for
more exposure.

Use hashtags and tag locations when relevant.

Consider adding
#socacizefitness or another
relevant hashtag to help
expand your reach.

Keep captions short and include a call to action or a conversation prompt to
encourage engagement in the comment thread.

For consistency, we prefer
you use the white version
of mentions and hashtags.
Just tap on the tag to
change the color from
orange/pink to white.

Like and respond to comments from users in a timely fashion. Stay kind and
encouraging, and do not sink to the level of anyone trying to stir up trouble in
the comments.

Make things easy for your Revelers by updating the link in your bio when you want
to direct them to a particular event sign-up or special promotion, etc.
Go LIVE! Instagram Live can generate a high level of attention and engagement.
Please remember you are representing our brand and values, and ensure any live
content supports our mission and F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy.

TWITTER

SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

The main Socacize Fitness page is set up as follows:
name: SOCACIZE / handle: @socacize
Our Twitter account provides a high-level overview of
Socacize, and includes event information, photos, and
short video clips.
LIKE and FOLLOW @socacize to engage with us
and others in the community. Socacize Corporate will
re-post items on the main Socacize Fitness Inc. page
from the Licenced Partners, and Partners are asked to
re-post items from the main page.

TWITTER
INSTRUCTORS

Your Socacize Instructor page can set up as follows:
name: SOCACIZE LOCATION
handle: @socacizelocation
Your Socacize Twitter account can be used for sharing event
information, photos and short video clips, and leading or
joining in conversation around trending topics of interest to
our community.

HELPFUL TIPS

Twitter is a fast-moving platform with conversation flowing
and changing by the minute. If you do not intend to
engage regularly on Twitter, skip setting up an account on
this platform and go with something you will use more
frequently.
Use hashtags.
Check trending items daily to see if there are relevant
topics or conversations that make sense to jump into.
Post images directly to Twitter rather than sharing
text-only image links from Instagram or Facebook.

LINKEDIN

SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.

The main Socacize Fitness page is set up as follows:
name: Socacize Fitness
Our LinkedIn page will be used to occasionally share event
information or content relevant to our brand mission and
philosophy. Let’s connect!
INSTRUCTORS

We do not encourage Licenced Partners to set up a separate
LinkedIn account for Socacize, but you may update your
profile to include one of the following titles, if you wish:
Licenced @Socacize Fitness Instructor
@Socacize SPIN Instructor
@Socacize Master Trainer
@Socacize Regional Master Trainer
@Socacize Ambassador

SOCIAL
MEDIA
USAGE
We encourage all Licenced Partners
to engage your Revelers on social
media, keeping them active and
enjoying everything Socacize Fitness
has to oﬀer.

Here are a few ways to get started:
-Promote and share details on your own Socacize Fitness classes.
-Promote Socacize events, or other local events within your community
(i.e. DJ Events, Health & Wellness Initiatives, etc.)
-Promote the Socacize Bootcamp Jam or Flaunt event in your area.
-Engage your Revelers by introducing new people, celebrate successes, etc.
-Share motivational quotes to keep Revelers inspired. #mondaymotivation
-Share links to recent articles relevant to the Socacize community.
-Anything else you can think of that would fit with the Socacize Mission.

BEST PRACTICES
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

BE KIND.
We are here to positively impact the physical and
mental health of our Revelers. Treating everyone with
kindness and respect is not only required, but is
something we can all do to help foster a healthier,
happier, and better world. Social media is a valuable
tool for keeping our Revelers connected and engaged,
but it can be rough out there. Our community should
always be a safe space where all feel welcome,
supported and uplifted. We’re here to support, not tear
anyone down.
We have a zero tolerance policy for bullying, racism, and
hate speech of any kind. This applies to the way we
conduct ourselves on social media as well as in person.

If you are on the receiving end of unkind
comments, or find yourself feeling
uncomfortable with any interactions that
take place on any of your social platforms,
you can always reach out to us at
instructorsupport@socacize.com
Please remember you are representing our
company in your social interactions, use
good judgment, and treat everyone the way
you wish to be treated.
Be kind to others, and remember to be kind
to yourself - you deserve it, and if you ever
forget, we’ll always be here to remind you.

VISUALS
STYLE

PERMISSIONS

-Show over tell.
-Use photos and videos.
-Quality over quantity.
-Take cues from the Socacize Fitness Inc. website and
oﬀicial social profiles to ensure your designs feel fitting
with what the core company is doing.
-Pay attention to social media specs and ensure your
images meet the minimum size requirements for
optimum results.
-Show oﬀ your Socacize style - we love seeing you rock
your Socacize gear and the way you flaunt it with your
own sense of style.

-Always obtain permission to utilize any photo or video
that contains identifiable persons before sharing.
-Obtain signed consent forms from people being
photographed and let them know how their image will
be used.
-Be sure to ask permission before reposting any content
you did not create yourself, and give credit to the
original poster.
-Never use images pulled from Google search results,
Pinterest, Flicker, or any other website without
obtaining permission.

More photo/video guidance to come!

-We encourage you to use your own unique photo and
video content rather than using stock imagery.
-In the event stock photography must be used, be sure
to read and abide by the licencing and usage terms.

STOCK

SCHEDULING
PLAN AHEAD.
-Stay consistent by setting and following a schedule.
-Utilize a calendar or content planning app such as
Hootsuite, Sprout Social or Planoly - whatever helps keep
you on track and organized to plan ahead.
-Social content planning apps also have the added benefit
of tracking analytics to see what kinds of posts perform
best, and what days/times have the highest engagement.
-Add holidays, milestones, and upcoming events.
-Think of relevant events that might be of interest to your
revelers, such as FLAUNT HER - our upcoming
International Women’s Month on March 12 - and add
those to your calendar well ahead of time so you’re sure to
remember what’s coming in the days ahead.

ENGAGEMENT
BE PRESENT AND RESPONSIVE.
-Answer Revelers’ questions and respond to
comments in a timely fashion.
-Check on the page at least once a day and
should have enough content to post at least
once each week.
-If you do not plan on checking and updating a
particular social media platform regularly,
please do not create a Socacize profile on that
platform. It is better to utilize one platform
regularly than to spread yourself too thin and
have inactive or infrequently updated accounts.
-Share content from @socacize using the share
to stories feature. Please do not screenshot to
repost, as this can degrade the image quality.

MESSAGING
We’re here for REAL TALK.
-Make information easy to digest.
-Incorporate exercise facts.
-Make stories personal.
-Use emotional connection.
-Use an empowering tone of voice.
-Show empathy.
-Aim to create posts that will resonate with
those who are looking to feel better physically
or find a new exercise to try.
-Include messaging to help Revelers feel
supported, accountable, and motivated.
-No need to be “salesy” - we want you to engage
your Revelers in an authentic way and
encourage them to join in by showing the
F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy in action.

EMOJIS
Emojis are fun and we’re cool with you dropping a few in your social
media captions or comments. Here are a couple examples:
Drop a 🔥 in the comments if…
Hit us with a💃🏽 if you’re feeling that F.L.A.U.N.T.
SPELLING
Revelers vs. Revellers (only need to capitalize when beginning a sentence)
Colour vs. Color
Neighborhood vs. Neighborhood
Licenced vs. Licensed
DATES/TIMES
DATES: spell or abbreviate the month and list the date.
TIMES: AM/PM in caps + include your time zone.
A forward slash can be used to separate date and time if written on
the same line. Example: MARCH 12 / 4PM EST
HASHTAGS
Be strategic about the hashtags you choose for each post - a handful
of relevant hashtags is better than a dozen that don’t connect the
dots between your content and your community.

LINGO

SOCA-SPEAK
OUR DANCE WORKOUT IS A BLEND OF CULTURES THAT USES CARIBBEAN MOVES,
MUSIC AND SLANG. IF YOU’RE NEW TO THE SCENE, HERE ARE A FEW HANDY DEFINITIONS.
SOCACIZE
Pronounced [soh-kah-size]. Socacize combines “Soca” and “exercise” to build a fun new word and an even more exciting dance fitness experience.

SOCA
A mash-up of “Soul of Calypso”, Soca is a type of music from Trinidad that features fast beats and includes a range of Afro-Caribbean music styles.

BACHANNAL
When a crowd goes wild at a concert, party or a Socacize class.

WINE
A form of dance that involves gyrating the hips. It can be slow or fast, but it must always be sexy.

FÊTE
A fête is a party, though the ones we like best happen during Carnival season.

#SOCACIZE
#socacizefitness #sexysultrystrong #alliwannadoiswine
#flauntphilosophy #mondaymotivation #socacizestyle
Hashtags help Revelers find you and engage in conversation. Feel free to use the six listed
above, and come up with your own like #Socacize<Location> or the name of an event that
you’re hosting. Encourage your Revelers to use these hashtags, and remember that social
media is most rewarding when we truly use it to connect and be social!

